


North Cyprus

The property market in North Cyprus is booming as investors are recognising the huge potential being offered 

by this largely undiscovered area of Cyprus.  

While routes and travel to North Cyprus have and continue to improve, properties are still very affordable, making 

now the best time to take that step and invest. 

Choosing wisely and feeling comfortable that you will get a return on your investment is certainly what this part 

of the Island offers. Combined with the beauty of North Cyprus, prospective buyers quickly realise that they could 

easily feel at home amongst the friendly local and international community. Use your head or your heart, the answer 

will still be North Cyprus. 



With a population of less than 400,000 the island has a very low crime rate establishing it as a fantastic place to 

bring up children, retire or just live. Furthermore, due to the rich diversity of the communities both visiting and living 

in North Cyprus, finding work as a foreigner is also fairly easy. 

Due to its location, North Cyprus offers a mild climate with little rainfall and virtually no snow. The sea is warm 

and clear making it excellent for diving, sailing and watersports, including the increasingly popular kite surfing.  

Just a few minutes drive from the development is Alagadi Beach, one of the best beaches in Cyprus, giving a real 

feeling of space with long stretches of white sand and dunes. Taking time out here and swimming in the clear 

Mediterranean water is highly recommended, you may even see a turtle as they come ashore, year after year, to 

lay their eggs. 



The Location



Karpasia by the Sea is perfectly located opposite the outstanding Korineum Golf Resort, 

an 18-hole championship course. 

Established and sought after, this small development of luxury villas has an exclusive feel. With a 

private beach cove less than 500m away and views of the spectacular 'Five Finger' mountains, its 

easy to see why these apartments are attracting the savvy investor.  

Nestled around their own swimming pool with landscaped gardens, walkways and parking bays, the 

Elite range of 2 bedroom apartments are proving to be a popular addition to Karpasia by the Sea.

Site Plan Karpasia



The Apartments

Elite apartments give you spacious open plan living with modern kitchens, stylish bathrooms, comfortable 

bedrooms and a generous balcony or terrace. 

Both the ground and first floor options provide 63.4m internal space with lounge, 2 bedrooms, one 

en-suite and either a balcony of 20m2 or a 10m2 terrace. Perfect for enjoying the view and beautiful 

surroundings. 

Sliding double doors opening from the living room and master bedroom maximise both natural light and 

the views over the landscaped gardens.



First Floor Plan

Ground Floor Plan





The Specification
Construction: 
      Concrete/brick walls & plaster                                               Concrete slab/roof & plaster ceilings

       Damp proof course                                                                   Double glazed windows & doors

       External walls paint/stone

Kitchen/Dining Area
       Electrical points

       Sink with 1 x mixer tap

       Fitted kitchen base & wall units

       Ceramic wall tiles 

       Laminate Worktop

Lounge Area

       Electrical points

       TV/Telephone point

       Ceramic flooring

Bedroom

       Electrical points

       TV/Telephone point

       Ceramic flooring

       Fitted wardrobe

Bedroom 2

       Electrical points

       TV/Telephone point

       Ceramic flooring

       Fitted wardrobe

En-suite
       Vanity unit/mirror/sink

       Wall mounted shower 

       Ceramic tiled shower & surround

       Pedestal toilet

       Ceramic flooring

Bathroom 

       Vanity unit/mirror/sink

       Wall Mounted shower 

       Ceramic tiled shower & surround

       Pedestal toilet

       Ceramic flooring

General

       Internal and external light fittings

       All doors, internal and external to 

       include locks / handles etc.

       All plumbing included – piping / taps etc.

       Solar panels and hot water 

       Immersion tank system

       Central sewage system

       Water tank (1 ton)

       Balcony/Terrace with ceramic floor 

       and railings

       Wooden pergola

       2 ton underground water tank and pump








